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THE FUN ISSUE

LANGUAGE SHIFTER

By Cristina Sanchez Kozyreva

Yu Cheng-Ta (b. 1983) is a Taiwanese artist, primarily working with
video. He studied at the Taipei National University of the Arts and
until 2007, when he went to Kassel for a workshop, his works were
rather formal and conceptual, exploring medium in an academic way
(such as the relationship between the painting and the frame, the
notions of space, 2D and 3D). “I visited Documenta where I worked
with other international students. I don’t know why I changed, but I
started using another kind of language. I try to use more fun, even if
I still discuss very serious things. I like playing some kinds of games
where I am making the rules,” says Yu.
Departing from his explorations on static camera and the frame, and now adding
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a witty spirit, Yu made Ventriloquists: Introduction (2008). “I still focus on the
structure of the video, how people read it, how we translate it, subtitles or
language that you can understand - or not […] But I started to play some games
with people,” says Yu, who previously considered people only in the role of the
audience.” The artist recalls how he developed the work by playing a game with
a friend during the workshop and realising that by hiding behind people’s backs,
he could develop interesting meanings; the notions of controlling from a hidden place,
using someone else’s body, playing a game of which he only knows the rules, and hinting at
the situation of the Taiwanese subject – the black sheep on the international arena. In the video,
non-Chinese speakers repeat Yu’s sentences without understanding them, but mimicking his
tones, supposedly introducing who they are but in reality telling a story about Taiwanese peo-

“As
Taiwanese, we are always behind something, and we know that in
different situations we need to change our name […] i.e. when we
joined the Olympic games, we were Chinese Taipei, and not 
ple, from liking stinky tofu, liver and Taiwanese bowled pastry, to hot girls in short skirts.
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Taiwan. In different situations, we change our name to fit,”
explains Yu, adding that since his personality is playful he likes to express his themes by playing these games with people.

“I taught the song to people near Union Square in New York City, one sentence at a time, so
they can pronounce it very correctly. And I collected all of them to make a whole song.”
Yu’s works are always experience based, in an almost kinetic way. In adj. Dance (2010), his

In Ode to the Republic of China (2009-2010), Yu emphasises the selective characteristic of

initial inspiration came from Taiwanese TV. “We have one hundred programmes in Taiwan. On

memory. “I was in New York and I wanted to teach people to sing a song. This is the first song

some channels they teach people how to lose weight… but because they do it in a group, they

that came to my mind. But it’s weird because this song is not a national song but one that we

have to say something like raise your right hand, raise your left hand... making the movement

learn during our elementary school - a song from our childhood. But now when I listen to the

into a kind of language,” he says, explaining that the work is part of his practice about trans-

song, it seems ridiculous. All of the lyrics are about China. Only the chorus is ‘Taiwan, Taiwan’.

forming information.

cause at the time I was in New York, when I searched the song’s information from the Internet,

He hired two professional dancers, told them they
would have to improvise a dance about adjectives, and during the
shooting he announced the adjectives one by one in front of the
camera. The dancers translated them into movement. He used adjectives

the lyrics and the melody were all in Chinese - not the Taiwanese version [simplified characters

such as emotional, legal, dangerous, national, intimate, violent, sensitive… In a second part

are used in mainland China since Mao, traditional characters are still used in Taiwan].” Yu

they brought two students, to do a group dance. Yu made a video clip and paired

It is tricky because when I want to teach people a song, it is this song,” notes Yu, explaining
that he doesn’t agree with the spirit of the lyrics but it is still the one that he comes up with
when he wants to teach a song to someone. “It is selective memory. The funniest thing is, be-

explains that the song is Taiwanese but it describes the Chinese landscape. Whoever wrote it
obviously wanted to relate to the rich Chinese heritage but for Yu’s generation it is not relevant.

the movements with the dictionary definitions of the adjectives, merging
movement and meaning.
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The first time Yu appears in front of the camera is in Reading the City: Wellington
(2011). “Usually I am the guy behind the camera or the one playing.” He had
to practice his English intensively for these works, working with two local
people who would take him to different locations and write what he had to say
about them on a whiteboard. “I am becoming an interface between two different
places. It is about identity and fitting in, and pretending to be a programme host
from Taiwan.”
In A Practice of City Guide: Auckland (2011), he points at the structure set by the people who
work in front of the cameras. “There is a transformation of the scenes. I use two cameras - one
is for the TV show that we are making and the other to shoot the process from the outside. So
I reconstructed the scene, from the viewpoint of the video maker and the media person, and I
present that relation to the space,” says Yu, agreeing that it is like being in a theatre.
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“I am trying to give the audience two different positions. One position is as if they are just sitting in front of the TV; in another they
stand outside of the TV screen.”
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stallations. “The video is a spatial sculpture, because I can reconsider the relationship structure
in there, restructuring the relationship between audience and the character, also how to link the
relationship between people in the video and myself.

So my video is more like an installation, not merely a single channel radio to present something. It is a new process to reflect my
imagination of the space. Maybe it is because of the era of mass
communication we are in - that we are used to get in touch with
people through computers and Internet. In this video I can readjust
the relationships and find a sequential way. Maybe it is because
I am from the young generation and I use the computer and the
Internet all day that I think about our virtual identity,” he says.

“But I cannot speak Japanese. I just do a performance sitting in
there and repeating each word they wrote for me. I am sitting
in what I think is a typical Japanese living room, repeating what
local people think about the living room. Those keywords are from
people of different ages, different genders, so sometimes you will
hear different accents. I was imitating the way they spoke. So if I
heard a female voice I will raise my voice too,” he laughs.
On the subject of the playful and, by extension, games in art, Yu says that it is very political.
“The game refers to who owns the power and who makes the rules.” Referring to Universes
in Universe I: World Map (2010), Yu explains, “I invited two Asian girls to make a new map of
what they think about the world, with cut-out countries. I just shot the scene once because I
didn’t need them to rehearse, I wanted to catch what they really thought,” notes Yu, who let

In Ours.Karaoke (2011), Yu used facebook to ask his Taiwanese friends to record a song for

the girls, one from Taiwan and one from Korea, play with the world map cut-outs

him. “The webcam is quite different from a camera because they see themselves become the

and place the countries they liked next to each other.

image. They notice that,” says Yu, whose friends went rather crazy in their videos. “They didn’t

“So when they got to China, they placed it very far
away. When they got to Japan, the Taiwanese girl said
to put it somewhere closer, but the Korean girl said ‘no,
no, no, somewhere far’. Korea, you know, they had a
war, and they still have relationship problems with Japan.
So they put Taiwan in between. And after that I said ‘OK,
now if you want to change any other country, you can do that.’ At
that time they realised that they still placed the US in the centre
of the world. So they went very ‘no, no, no,’ so they put China and
the US very far away.” He adds that there were no rules to follow in that game, no

drink anything,” he says. “It is like a small game. They want to show their talent. It is about the
desire to see themselves become the video. And also for the people who watch. The audience
love to see people crazy like that,” he says. He set up a webcam in a small dark room with a
TV outside; every 15 minutes he would bring someone inside to record a song and ten minutes
later the video would be shown on the TV. “I feel that Taiwanese people already are very free.
And when people notice the camera, they will try to become the character they want to be,
who they would like to perform.”
Keywords about Living Room (2012) is Yu’s first project about Japan and was made during a
residency where he was asked to work on living spaces, bringing in something that typically
look Taiwanese. But he explains that in Taiwan, living rooms are very American in style, not very
traditional, and in Japan the living space is so small that they don’t use living rooms. In both
cases they are part of multi-function rooms. He asked 71 Japanese people to give him keywords that ideally describe for them what they think about the living room. “They would give

script. He likes to work in such a way as to let something accidental unfold. “I like to own

me words such as ‘family’, or ‘gathering’, or ‘relaxing place’. It’s very ideal, because they don’t

the rules, but I will not control them. So I like the accidents in my works. […] It is similar to

have one. I mean, most of them they don’t use it so they idealise it.” Yu then read the words in

when you see a reality show. They are not perfect actors or actress. In my works, people are

a very Japanese-style recreated living room.

performing, but they are not professional.” 
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Because he works with video, Yu reconstructs the images he has and develops them into in-

